pupils coming from Turkish-Belgian marriages the Turkish language is the language used in the household. Instead, for the pupil born to Italian-Belgian parents, Anthony, there is a case of language death given that the Italian language is neither used nor understood by him. Rather, it is the French language that is used in the home environment. The last pupil, Joyce, has a maternal granddad that is "half-Italian" while her paternal granddad is Spanish. While the Italian language plays no role in the home environment, the Spanish language is reported as her home-language and it is mostly used in interactions with her mother, her father and her paternal granddad.
Miss Irina
The 5 th Grade class teacher, Miss Irina, is 23. She was born to Dutch monolingual Belgian parents, she holds Belgian nationality and alongside Dutch she is quite fluent in French and English. She states that her home-language was "just Dutch" (I01, 7, 190) .
Though, jokingly, she makes the remark that ever since teaching at the Rebus, her Dutch has suffered of the presence of the local dialect. Even though she has lived in Flanders all her life in regard of "being Flemish", she states: "I think with some people it has something to do with pride, I don't know. It is not a big thing for me" (I01, 6, 158).
Irina's primary school career took place in a small Flemish school where she cannot remember to have had any contacts with pupils coming from other cultures. When looking back at herself as a pupil, she states: "[…] I was not stupid (…) I was not smart (…) I was just (…) a good pupil" (I01, 7, 173). Irina's secondary school career was in moderne talen en wiskunde (modern languages and mathematics), she then moved onto a lerarenopleiding (teacher training college) for primary education. During her studies, which also included an exchange programme to the Netherlands where she taught in a witte school (white school), Miss Irina wrote a dissertation dealing with the theory and practice of intercultureel onderwijs (intercultural education). Her dissertation centred on lessons that she planned and taught during her teaching practice in a 3 rd Grade in the city where this investigation takes place. In respect of intercultural education, she concludes that: "the basis of all that stuff with beautiful names like intercultural etc. is respect […]" (I01, 2, 039). Right after completing her teaching studies, Miss Irina was appointed at a Steiner v primary school. After a school year, she felt dissatisfied with their educational ethos because "society is changing and I think that they don't change with it. That is why I left there but it was great to do" (I01, 2, 023). She was then appointed to her current post of 5 th Grade teacher at the Rebus Catholic Primary that she has been covering for the last two years. She reports to like this school because "I like small schools, you know all the children by name (…) I think that's important" (I01, 2, 043). She also reports to like that the pupils call her by name. Even though in the beginning, she thought it to be impolite because, at the primary school she attended as a child, calling a teacher by name was not done.
'They can function as all the others do'
The first model I re-constructed from Irina's interviews deals with the ethnic and national affiliation of those pupils drawn from the minorities and with the issue of cultural maintenance and diversity. As we read: some lessons they can talk about it about cultures or (-), I don't know, they can talk about (…)
[M]: Like they did yesterday talking about the way of cooking?
[I]: (Uh) yeah, ok for example. Yeah if we are learning about countries, they can tell something about their own country and their language and they can, I don't know, but I (-) it's not a problem and I hope we use it and that's a good thing.
(I01, 4, 099 -101)
As observed during the period spent in the 5 th Grade, Irina's pupils are given the chance to share insights about their own cultural habits and to talk about what Irina addresses as "their own country" and "their language" through incidental intercultural education. Then my prompting on her bilingual pupils' national affiliation unfolds as follows:
[M]: Do you think that all your children here are Belgian?
[I]: (…) Yes I do.
[M]: And why?
[I]: Why (…) because they can function just like all the others do in school.
( I01, 6, 140 -143) It is during a follow-up interview that I ask Irina to expand on the verb "to function":
It is hoped that the present research may give a glimpse of the complexity of the actual models informing how an educator comes to construct the social identities of her minority pupils and how these may inform her knowledge and action during classroom interactions. However, in the approach taken, there are also limitations concerning the question of generalization. In fact, the categorisation emerged from the analysis and interpretation proposed is only a first step in furthering the understanding of these pupils' identity careers within the learning environment and in society at large. Even though we do not know whether these models may lead to an adjustment of pupils' identities as the "disadvantaged ones" as well as not knowing the extent to which the assumptions informing this teacher's models reflect the actual socio-linguistic reality of these pupils, e.g., the pupils' proficiency in the local variety of Dutch and their ability to apply different language norms to different socio-cultural spaces, we are left with the question of how to move beyond the designation of these pupils as those with an educational and socio-linguistic marginal profile. According to Hall (1988) , it is necessary to begin to see pupils drawn from minority communities as members of urban communities where they emerge as active participants of a process of "new ethnicities" formation and rather than constructing their social identities as "passive inheritors of views of nations as culturally homogeneous communities of sentiment" (Gilroy, 1987: 59 -61) where their cultural and linguistic repertoires remain untapped or ought to fit in.
